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TEAM MATJIEN TACKLES ERZBERG 2011!
So there you are the serious work of planning and training began in ever get this far; don't rent big campers, they are wide 

, a weekend warrior who has 
earnest in December last year. Through our Austrian and difficult to judge in traffic, especially when you 

completed the gruelling Roof of Africa 3 times and 
contacts we found Braumandl KTM who rent out have to drive on the "wrong" side of the road! We 

you think to yourself, "what next?" In the case of my 
brand new KTM's for Erzberg at R8000 a pop. We paid both had to forfeit huge amounts of our deposits to 

friend Riaan Pretorius, his one big outstanding 
this promptly to ensure we had wheels. The next step pay for scratch repairs!

enduro dream has always been to participate in the 
was that Riaan had to sell his Yammie and buy a KTM 

notorious Erzberg Rodeo in Austria!
300 to get used to the different riding style. 

Fortunately Gary was already KTM mounted and 

pretty quickly they settled into a regime of riding the 

tough trails on weekends and getting some cardio 

work done on mountain bikes and in the gym during 

weekdays. They also altered their diets to improve 

their physical condition so they were in the best 

possible shape for Erzberg.

The Erzberg event is like nothing you have ever 
Riaan is like most enduro riders, he loves the riding 

experienced in SA before! More than 40 000 people 
but is awful at getting sponsorship together to help 

congregate on this active open cast iron ore mine for 
pay for his addiction! But Riaan had a plan: He asked 

the spectacle! For those not actually racing it's 
me to be his Team Manager to help make his dream 

basically 4 days of party, party, party! We had one 
come true. I had been his pit crew, mechanic and 

late night session in the beer tent which ended with 
team manager for all three of his attempts at the Roof 

everybody sampling large amounts of their beer and 
so this was a logical choice for him. The plan kicked 

Jaegermeister to the beat of very loud rock music - 
into action the Monday after Roof 2010 and 10 days After 6 long months of preparation and planning the 

great party! 
later we had sufficient sponsorship money together day finally came and we boarded the plane for 

to make the dream a reality! Erzberg on 15 June. We had a couple of days spare 
Both Gary and Riaan managed to end up in the select 

before the event and this was used to relax, get over 
top 500 riders out of the 1900 that started Friday and 

Riaan's riding buddy Gary Pretorius had the good the jetlag and take in some of the sights in the vicinity 
Saturday's Prologue, this was our main aim for the 

luck of becoming the second Team Matjien rider and in our rented campervans. A word of advice if you 
event and caused some more celebrations all round! 

The complete Team Matjien from left to right: Koos Zietsman, Danielle 
Hattingh, Sanette Zietsman, Riaan Pretorius (Rider 1), Botter Hattingh, 
Gary Pretorius (Rider 2), Monique Pretorius.

Some more crazy characters during the riders parade through 
Eisenerz

The impressive Erzberg forms the backdrop for our group's cosy camper village on Wednesday  
before the hordes descended on Thursday

Riders parade in the main street of Eisenerz is filled with 
all kinds of crazy characters

by Koos Zietsman
pics by Koos & Sanette Zietsman
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That night we received an sms from Des O'Neil, owner Automation, Booyco Engineering, Elinem 

of The Hydraulic Connection (our main sponsor) that Engineering, Mikem Automotive, MK Design, 

said, "Don't be so focused on the destination that you Nordisk Teknik, Pro Hydraulics and KTM Pretoria. 

forget to enjoy the journey!" Wise words indeed! Without them this trip would not have become a 

reality!

got stuck in bottle necks at the difficult places so they 

never got to the really tough rocky sections before 

they were time barred. Another bit of advice if you 

plan to do Erzberg, practice a lot of flat-out twisty 

riding so you qualify nearer the front to miss the 

worst of the bottle necks, this way you will make it 

much further on race day.

Sunday's Erzberg Rodeo was mind blowing to say the 
This was a trip to remember and a dream come true least! 500 riders line up in rows of 50 bikes each and 
for Riaan, I wonder what is next?.... Thanks to all our they start at 30 second intervals. The quiet before 50 
sponsors and friends that made this trip a reality: the engines scream into life was an eerie sensation 
Hydraulic Connection, Power Transfer Components, before the first row shot off the line! Both our riders 
SAAB Services, Bradbri Engineering, Mavtech 

Gary styling up the first of a series of very steep climbs straight 
after the start on Sunday

Gary hitting one of the many mud / water puddles on the Prologue section 
on Friday morning on his way to qualify

Riaan (left) and Gary (right) caught up in a bottle neck that riders 
lower down the starting order have to contend with

After all the racing was done, Gary and Riaan give the thumbs-up 

Riaan kicks up muddy water just after the Badewanne checkpoint
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